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Candle Holder

POV Oval

H: 44 cm / 17,3"

POV Oval

Product Type
Candle Holder

D: 10 cm / 3,9"

W: 22 cm / 8,7"

Production Process
The brass versiois made by brass wire and
silver welding. The black is made by powder
coated steel wire.

H: 44 cm / 17,3"

Dimension (cm / in)
H: 44 cm / 17,3"
W: 22 cm / 8,7"
D: 10 cm / 3,9"

Weight item (kg)
Tealight, Black: 0,285 kg
W: 22 cm / 8,7"

Tealight, Brass: 0,31 kg

D: 10 cm / 3,9"

Candle Holder, Black: 0,275 kg
Candle Holder, Brass: 0,3 kg
Bringing the eye directly to the center of this light source, the original circular POV
Materials

Candleholder was both decorative and functional. With a range of shapes and materials, the

Powder Coated Steel or Solid Brass

candleholder offers the perfect wall-mounted spark of light for any space.

Colours

The updated oval shape of the POV candleholder replicates not only the focus, but now the

Black

shape, of an eye. The various placements of the single-band votive are visually stimulating.

Brass

While one candleholder produces a minimalist silhouette, a number of them together
produce an artistic mosaic.

Packaging Type

The wall-mounted candleholder is now available in brushed brass, with the option of regular

Giftbox

candle or tealight editions. This offers a variety of looks that can fit any room style. Mixing
shapes and colours will produce an eclectic look, while a single or multiples of the same

Packaging Measurement (H * W * D)

shape and colour create a geometric and sculptural aesthetic.

Tealight: 44,5 cm * 13 cm * 21,5 cm
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Candle Holder: 44,5 cm * 11,5 cm * 21 cm

About the Designer
Note is a Stockholm-based design studio founded in 2008 and working in the fields of

Care Instructions

architecture, interiors, products and graphic design. “We are seldom inspired by the design

Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use any

world,” they tell us. “Instead we influence each other, pushing ourselves further an further

cleaners with chemicals or harsh abrasives.

towards our goal – world domination!” That playful sense of humour is at the heart of their

Avoid using water. To maintain a shiny

practice too. “We want to put a smile on the user’s face, and for there to be a friendly and

appearance, use a mild metal polish and a

welcoming sensation that follows through the whole experience of the product. We want to

soft cloth.

affect people in a positive way.”

POV Oval, Tealight Candelholder

Black
4817539

Brass
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4817839

POV Oval, Candelholder

Black
4816539

Brass
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